INGHAM COUNTY
T.2N., R.1E.
CORNER CODE: A–2

LCRC USED IN RECOVERY: LIBER 4, PAGE 181

MONUMENT CALLED FOR: STEEL POST IN CONCRETE

MONUMENT FOUND: SAME

WITNESSES:

1. SET NAIL AND TAG IN SOUTH SIDE OF 22" SUGAR MAPLE, S80°E, 13.03'.

2. SET NAIL AND TAG IN EAST SIDE OF 16" SUGAR MAPLE, S30°E, 14.14'.

3. SET NAIL AND TAG IN EAST SIDE OF FENCE POST, SOUTH, 26.64'.

LOCATON SKETCH

GPS VISIBILITY NOTES
GOOD

KEBS, INC.
2116 HASLETT ROAD, HASLETT, MI 48840
Charlotte Office
Ph. 517–543–7076
Marshall Office
Ph. 269–781–9800
INGHAM COUNTY
T.2N., R.1E.
CORNER CODE: A-3

LCRC USED IN RECOVERY: LIBER 4, PAGE 17

MONUMENT CALLED FOR: 1/2" PIPE AND CAP #11370

MONUMENT FOUND: SAME

WITNESSES:

1. 3" DIAMETER STEEL FENCE POST, EAST, 1.25'.

2. FOUND NAIL AND TAG IN 30" STUMP, NORTH, 20.08'.

3. FOUND NAIL AND TAG IN 29" WALNUT, S35'W, 132.00'.

LOCATION SKETCH

GPS VISIBILITY NOTES
POOR
SECTION CORNER RECOVERY SHEET

INGHAM COUNTY
T.2N., R.1E.
CORNER CODE: C-1

INGHAM TOWNSHIP
SECTION: 5,6

LCRC USED IN RECOVERY: LIBER 4, PAGE 179

MONUMENT CALLED FOR: 1/2" IRON

MONUMENT FOUND: 1/2" BAR AND CAP IN MON. BOX

WITNESSES:

1. FOUND NAIL AND TAG #28414 IN SOUTHEAST SIDE OF POWER POLE, S38°W, 107.96'.

2. FOUND NAIL AND TAG #28414 IN SOUTH SIDE OF 22" ELM, N87°W, 46.70'.

3. FOUND NAIL AND TAG IN WEST SIDE OF 38" OAK, N10°E, 139.95'.

LOCATION SKETCH

GPS VISIBILITY NOTES

GOOD

KEBS, INC.
KYES ENGINEERING
BRYAN LAND SURVEYS
2116 HASLETT ROAD, HASLETT, MI 48840
PH. 517-339-1014 FAX. 517-339-8047
Charlotte Office
Ph. 517-761-8000
Marshall Office
INGHAM COUNTY  INGHAM TOWNSHIP
T.2N., R.1E.
SECTION: 5,6
CORNER CODE: C-2

LCRC USED IN RECOVERY: LIBER 4, PAGE 181

MONUMENT CALLED FOR: 1/2" BAR AND CAP

MONUMENT FOUND: 1/2" BAR IN MON. BOX

WITNESSES:

1. FOUND NAIL AND TAG #28414 IN SOUTH SIDE OF POWER POLE, S88°W, 99.95'.

2. DENT IN WEST END OF 50" CMP, N17°W, 57.00'.

3. CUT "V" IN TOP AND CENTER OF 50" CMP, N25°E, 41.13'.

- LOCATIONS SKETCH

GNS VISIBILITY NOTES

GOOD

KEBS, INC.
KYES ENGINEERING
BRYAN LAND SURVEYS
2116 HASLETT ROAD, HASLETT, MI 48840
Ph. 517-339-1014 FAX. 517-339-8047
Charlotte Office Ph. 919-543-7078
Marshall Office Ph. 269-761-9880
SECTION CORNER RECOVERY SHEET

INGHAM COUNTY  INGHAM TOWNSHIP
T.2N., R.1E.  SECTION: 5, 6, 7, 8
CORNER CODE: C-3

LCRC USED IN RECOVERY: LIBER 4, PAGE 19

MONUMENT CALLED FOR: 1/2" PIPE IN MON. BOX

MONUMENT FOUND: SAME

WITNESSES:

1. FOUND NAIL AND TAG IN POWER POLE, WEST, 47.31'.

2. FOUND NAIL AND TAG IN POWER POLE, N46'E, 43.96'.

3. CENTER OF 2" DIAMETER ROAD SIGN POST, S38'E, 46.13'.

LOCATION SKETCH

GPS VISIBILITY NOTES

GOOD
22-February-2005

Wolverine Engineers and Surveyors Inc.
412 North Street
Mason, MI 48854

RE: Unrecorded Surveys in Sections 5, 6, 7, and 18 of Ingham Township (T2N, R1E), Ingham County, MI

Dear Maurice:

We are currently conducting corner remonumentation work in the sections referenced above and have recovered evidence of surveys conducted by your organization that we were unable to find in the public records. The information recovered in the field is in the form of section corner witness tags and/or capped steel bars.

In order to accurately retrace and assess as much information as possible pertaining to the corners within our project area, we are requesting that you submit as much information as possible pertaining to your use of the Government corners mentioned above.

We sincerely appreciate your efforts in providing this information. As a token of thanks for your participation in our retracement efforts, we will forward a copy of the recorded peer reviewed corner(s) to your office for your records.

Sincerely:

[Signature]
Gilbert M. Barish, P.S.

cc-Maurice Mehieu, P.S. Wolverine Engineering and Surveying
cc-Ron Lester, P.S. Ingham County Remonumentation Administrator
For: Florence L. Smith
& Wayne Every

LEGAL DESCRIPTION — PARCEL D (Auction Tracts 4 and 5 combined)

A parcel of land in the north half of fractional Section 6, T2N, R1E, Ingham Township, Ingham County, Michigan; the surveyed boundary of said parcel being described as BEGINNING at the northeast corner of Section 6, T2N, R1E, Michigan Meridian; thence S 01°38'28" E, along the east section line, 66.00 feet; thence N 89°55'23" W, 900.00 feet; thence S 01°38'28" E, 1543.91 feet; thence N 89°55'23" W, along the south line of the north 62 acres of the north half of fractional Section 6, a distance of 807.66 feet; thence N 00°00'00" E, along the west line of said Section 6 and the Michigan Meridian, 1609.19 feet; thence S 89°55'23" E, along the north line of said Section 6 and the south line of Township 3 North, Range 1 East, 1661.55 feet to the point of beginning; said parcel contains 30.348 acres.

LEGEND
1. Bearings are relative and are based on the West line of Section 6, T2N, R1E, which is the Michigan Meridian and was assumed to bear N 00°00'00" E.
2. All dimensions are in feet.
3. = described boundary line.
4. = old fence line.
5. + indicates distance not to scale.
6. = indicates a set 5/8 inch diameter by 24 inch long smooth steel bar with cap imprinted "RON ENGER LS 28409", unless otherwise noted.
7. = indicates a found surveyor's marker as described.

North 1/2 Frac. Section 6, T2N, R1E
Ingham Twp., Ingham County, Michigan
September 6, 1994
Job No. 33-233
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138 W. ASH ST., P.O. BOX 443
MASON, MICHIGAN 48854-0443
517-676-6565
CERTIFICATE OF SURVEY

For: Florence L. Smith

CORNERS OF THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC LAND SURVEY

A-1 T2N R1E Northwest Corner Section 6 Ingham Township Recorded L5 P323
Corner common to A-13 T3N R1E Southwest Corner Section 31 Wheatfield Twp.
5/8 inch diameter smooth steel bar and cap imprinted "RON ENGER LS 28409"
1/2 inch bar and cap LS 18998 at fence corner, East, 3.82' (Recorded L5 P323)
Nail and Tag in W. side 8" Ash, 132" n., 7.73'
Nail and Tag in S. side 8" Ash, 100" n., 19.75'
Nail and Tag in W. side 16" Apple, 178" n., 28.45'
Nail and Tag in W. side 4" Ash, 002" n., 36.40'

C-1 T2N R1E Northeast Corner Section 6 Ingham Twp. Recorded Liber 4 Page 179
1/2 inch bar
Nail and Tag in E. side 14" Elm, 262" n., 28.85'
Nail and Tag in NW. side 42" Swamp Oak, 030" n., 145.36'
Nail and Tag in N. side 18" Swamp Oak, 056" n., 64.62'
5/8" bar and cap LS 28409, 270" n., 33.02'
1/2" bar in monument box (C-13, T3N R1E), 090" n., 21.12'

C-2 T2N R1E East 1/4 Corner Section 6 Ingham Twp. Recorded Liber 4 Page 181
1/2 inch Bar
Nail and Tag LS 17022 in W. side wood post, NE, 59.59'
Nail and Tag LS 17022 in S. side wood post, ENE, 27.11'
Nail and Tag LS 17022 in SE side T.P., SW, 134.63'
1/2" bar and cap, West, 33.02'
1/2" bar and cap, SW, 72.84'

M-12 T3N R1W East 1/4 Corner Section 36 Alaiedon Twp. Recorded L5 P267
1/2 inch Bar and Cap LS 18998
Nail & Tag #18998 in west side 10" box elder, N20°W, 18.37'
Nail & Tag #18998 in east side 5" ash, South, 5.50'
Nail & Tag #18998 in north side 6" cherry, N80°W, 11.66'
High point on 3.0' diameter rock, N50°W, 6.70'

M-13 T3N R1W Southeast Corner Section 36 Alaiedon Twp. Recorded L5 P307
Corner common to M-1 T2N R1W Northeast Corner Section 1 Vevay Twp.
Concrete Monument:
Nail and Tag #25837 in E. side 36" Cottonwood, N90°E, 44.39'
Nail and Tag #25837 in E. side 8" Elm, NNW, 40.45'
Nail and Tag #25837 in 4" Oak, 187" n., 35.50'
Nail and Tag #25837 in E. side 8" Oak, 357" n., 34.5'
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